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The dialogue now occurring between scientific and religious communities is a sign of the
transformation taking place in modern thought. Leading thinkers from the sciences and from the
different religious traditions are publishing articles and books in this field. There are regular
conferences, a wide range of web sites, and many popular new courses in the sciences and
theology at universities around the world.

This spirit of dialogue reflects an openness to fresh thinking and a new inclusive spirit within
the religions and the sciences. In religious terms, it is a sign of a very healthy searching,
enquiring atmosphere. There is a sense of wanting to come to grips with the nature of God and
the sacred in a modern, multi-cultural, multi-faith, ‘scientific’ world. For inclusively-minded
believers, religion is emerging as spiritual science – with a willingness to explore disciplines and
practices from different traditions, seeking out those that have a recognised effectiveness in
enhancing and nourishing strong, healthy relations between the human and the divine. 

‘Spiritual science’ means, surely, a clear, intuitive, intelligent approach to the invocation of
the divine. What seems to work? What, in all the religious, mystical and esoteric traditions, seems
to work in invoking higher spiritual energies and co-ordinating these energies into the psyche of
individual and community in such a way that universal values grow and mature? 

This takes religion into the laboratory. Not, to be sure, the materialist scientists’ lab – but the
place where consciousness is examined with scientific discipline and detachment. In the Latin
derivation of the word, labor-atory refers to a place of work and prayer.

In our Triangles work we can see ourselves, all of us in the network, as active participants in
this religious and scientific laboratory. When we take our seat each day to link in magical threes
with our colleagues, the idea of taking part in a scientific experiment might bring a new quality
to our work. It might help us to imagine the subtle lines of relationship that weave our threes into
the planetary garment of light and goodwill that we have created over the years. In time, science
will develop ways of measuring the frequency, the sound, the radiatory and magnetic qualities of
this lighted garment that hovers over the worlds of mind and heart. Imagine the instruments that
might measure the usefulness of the network as a medium for the invocation of higher energies.
And imagine how much we would learn from these instruments about invocation itself. We could
learn to organise soul qualities in such an intelligent and clearly defined manner that they would
be sure to evoke a response from the Great Ones on the inner side of life.

A NEW SPIRITUAL SCIENCE



On Saturday, 9 November a simultaneous global
focus on Triangles was held in the three
headquarters: London, New York and Geneva, and
by Triangles groups in several countries: Australia,
the Czech republic, New Zealand, Nigeria, Portugal,
South Africa, Russia, UK and the USA. Using the
theme: Triangles: An Emerging Pattern of Light
meetings throughout the world focused on how
Triangles is contributing to accelerating the new
emerging spiritual ideas and values into the
consciousness of humanity. The idea of holding
Triangles Seminars in the three headquarters centres
has been a long held vision and we were all delighted
to see them come to fruition. In the next issue of the
Bulletin we plan to feature news of the inspiring
Triangles meetings, by groups throughout the world,
held over the period of the three headquarters
seminars.

LONDON, UK — About 110 people attended
the seminar in London. All gathered in a spirit of
goodwill eager to contribute to bringing about the
emergence of humanity into a spiritually creative era.

The afternoon started with an opening
headquarters talk exploring how light is revealing
the spiritual ‘pattern of things to be’, which set the
note for the seminar.

This was followed by Richard Bryant-Jefferies,
an author and counsellor, focusing on ‘Relating
Consciousness to Form’, and discussing how the
etheric nature of the global Triangles network of
light and love acts as the interface relating the
subliminal and the phenomenal worlds. A group
visualisation exercise on the lighted radiance of the
Triangles network concluded the first session.

After tea, Clarence Harvey, founder and co-
ordinator of the international network, ‘Triangles
in Education’, talked on ‘Education in Soul
Values’, offering a personal perspective on how
Triangles is helping to shape and educate human
consciousness in soul values. A lively but
concentrated discussion period followed in which
people split up into small groups to focus on
specific themes relevant to Triangles.

The closing address discussed the symbolism of
the triangle and the practice of Triangles in human
living, summing up the afternoon’s work. The
seminar ended with a meditation on Triangles.

NEW YORK, USA — November 9, 2002 “An
Emerging Pattern of Light” was the point of
departure for the New York Triangles Symposium.
The meeting opened with an overview explanation
concerning the importance of Triangles as a “daily
meditation and a planetary service”. Guest Speaker
Wayne Sterba, DDS author of ‘The Aquarian
Hypothesis: Spiritual Security in a Dot-com world’
gave a presentation explaining the conscious and
unconscious levels of a Triangles Network. The late
afternoon speaker Zachary Lansdowne, Ph.D. and
former President of the Theosophical Society in
Boston, Massachusetts discussed the etheric body
and cited numerous controlled experiments in the
use of radiatory prayer and meditation for the
healing of disease. During the coffee break as well as
after the meeting many new triangles were
enthusiastically formed. 

GENEVA, SWITZERLAND — The Triangles
Seminar in Geneva featured an afternoon of talks
and group work to ponder on the simple, yet spiritual
approach of Triangles to serve the needs of
humanity. Ghislaine de Reydet opened the meeting
outlining the importance of Triangles in building a
bridge to the future. Two guest speakers Luc
Verachtert and Janine Bourgery introduced the idea
of how Triangles is an esoteric technique to reveal an
emerging pattern of light. The group then split up
into small groups to further explore and discuss the
theme. Two other guest speakers: Josette Lesieur and
Bernard Schnoering spoke on the power of thought
to transform human consciousness.

The late afternoon speaker, Lydie Bader ,
discussed how to create the right atmosphere to
sustain the work of the new group of world servers.
A Plenary Session and closing meditation followed.

Linking the three headquarters: New York,
London and Geneva on the same day sought to give
a practical collaboration that might ignite an intense
creative energy to help humanity.

REPORT ON TRIANGLES SEMINARS



Every year we feature on this page a
selection of thoughts on Triangles that we
receive from co-workers around the world.
We hope, too, that you will be encouraged to
share your insights on Triangles with the
worldwide group.

I find the work of Triangles to be a source of
unison and service to the world.  During this time
of crisis/opportunity in our world, I feel the more
united and respectful we become, and the more
committed we can be in our responsibility to
conquer our own darkness, the closer we will be
to overcoming terrorism in our world.

May we each continue to link up with the
millions of people all over the world working
hard to “seal the door where evil dwells.”  I know
we can make a positive difference through this
constant effort.

USA

When one is engaged in the work of the
Triangles one is consciously wielding energy.
Through the Triangles, solutions are projected to
world problems in the form of goodwill.

Nigeria

Triangles is for me a very esoteric service to
humanity and at the same time a very practical
way to link people of extreme diversity in
genuine bonds of friendship.

The precipitation of the ideas behind
Triangles into human thinking is becoming ever
clearer: light and love are becoming more
important in the lives of mankind.

This means that the practical effectiveness of
Triangles is very important and the more that
participate, the quicker change will occur.

South Africa

To me, the Triangles network is an organism
whose heart is probably sound. My
understanding is that, if the heart of the Triangles
Network is sound, then we are probably
organising this sound – perhaps in order to
change the keynote of civilisation from desire to
service. Australia

Radiations are very high. It helps to circulate
Love-Goodwill-Light among our members as
well as throughout the universe.

That is the most important vision to the
burning problems of the world.

Sri Lanka

Triangles is indeed an honor and a joy, and
most significantly, a real opportunity for group
service in accordance with the Plan. This is an
opportunity and a responsibility, for those so
inspired, to commit to the regular reception and
radiation of the energies of Light, Love and
Power, as much as we are able to be impressed by
those energies, in service to humanity. 

USA

Perhaps the cessation of some triangles and
their almost effortless replacement by new ones
reflects the process of change throughout the
etheric web and indeed, throughout life itself, as
the work of clearing away the older, weaker so
that newer, stronger elements take over helps to
increase the light and strengthen the pathway for
the Coming One.

UK

It has been said that “evil triumphs because
good men do nothing.” This means that good
men should always be on their guard to effect
world betterment. But more often than not, most
do not know how to effect this change. Workers
in the Triangles know that every manifestation in
the objective is impelled by the subjective. That
is why co-workers unite by voicing the Great
Invocation sealing “the door where evil dwells.”

Nigeria

SHARING GROUP THOUGHT



THE PLANETARY NETWORK

University of Creation Spirituality

Matthew Fox, a spiritual theologian and leading
visionary thinker, is the founder and president of UCS,
which is located in California, USA. The aim of
Creation Spirituality is to integrate “the wisdom of
Western spirituality and global indigenous cultures
with the emerging post-modern scientific
understanding of the universe and the awakening
artistic passion for creativity which reveals the inter-
relatedness of all beings.”

Creation Spirituality is based upon ten principles, two
of which affirm:

1. The universe is basically a blessing, that is,
something we experience as good.

2. We can and do relate to the universe as a whole
since we are a microcosm of that macrocosm....

UCS offers a number of courses in Creation
Spirituality, including Graduate and Non-Degree
Study Programs, Community Learning Programs and
Community Classes. UCS also provides on-line
courses.

The University of Creation Spirituality
2141 Broadway, Oakland, CA 94612-2309, USA
Tel: +1 510 835 4827
Web: www.creationspirituality.com

Global Renaissance Alliance

Global Renaissance Alliance advocates holistically
based activism to bring about “more depth of spirit,
compassion and meaning to the systems of our
planet.” Whilst not excluding the traditional forms of

political, social and environmental activism, GRA
hopes to articulate a new form of activism to help find
the right solution to global challenges that affect us all.
GRA comments: “If our only response to serious
challenge is some form of acquiescence to fatigue or
anger, then there is no assumption of the spiritual
power which has carried the quest for social justice
forward throughout human history.”

Its principles for a New Activism include:

1. Stillness as an act of power: Cultivation of a quiet
mind is the most effective antidote to chaos. As one
simply sits in silence, knowing that God’s love
embraces all living things, divine harmony becomes
an operative principle in the world around us.

2. Interpersonal healing as an act of power: The
source of war lies in each of us, as does the source of
peace; as we rid our own hearts of the spark of
violence, we are fostering peace in the world.

GRA is inspired by the vision of creating a network of
Peace Circles around the planet. It imagines “millions
of people throughout the world, joined in small,
intimate circles of spiritual support, praying together,
meditating together, envisioning a healed and peaceful
world.”

GRA has a website www.renaissancealliance.org and
an online Circle e-Newsletter which can be received
every two weeks by email.

Global Renaissance Alliance
PO Box 3259 Center Line, Michigan 48015, USA
Tel: +1 586 754 8105
Web: www.renaissancealliance.org
Email: office@renaissancealliance.org

Triangles is a world service activity in which people
link in thought in groups of three to create a planetary
network of triangles of light and goodwill. Using a
world prayer, the Great Invocation, they invoke light
and love as a service to humanity. Further information
is available on request from Triangles. 

The Triangles Bulletin is for men and women of
goodwill and is published four times a year in Danish,
Dutch, English, French, German, Greek, Italian, Polish,
Portuguese, Russian, Spanish and Swedish. Triangles is
an activity of the Lucis Trust, a non-profit educational
charity which exists to promote right human relations.

For further information and literature write to Triangles:

Suite 54
3 Whitehall Court
London SW1A 2EF
UK

Case Postale 31
1 rue de Varembé (3e)
1211 Geneva 20
SWITZERLAND

120 Wall Street
24th Floor
New York NY 10005
USA

www.triangles.org


